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Equal taxation as a basis for classifying financial instruments as debt or equity—a Swedish case study

Axel Hilling1 and Anders Vilhelmsson2

Abstract
This article examines the way in which classification of financial instruments as debt or equity has developed in the Swedish income taxation system over the past 25 years. Although the structure of the tax system is based on the assumption that debt instruments are financial instruments with low risk, legal developments have not shared that assumption, resulting in several types of high-risk derivative instruments being covered by the definition of legal debt. This article illustrates how those developments, which can be recognised in most income-tax systems within OECD countries, seriously threatens the fundament of the tax system: equal taxation for capital income and income from labour. The article concludes by illustrating how the standard solution to the problem of classifying financial instruments as debt and equity—by treating them alike—does not fulfill the challenged principle of equal taxation, but actually intensifies the development towards unequal taxation.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

1.1 Equal or effective income taxation?

Although the history of tax planning with intercompany interest deductions dates back at least 30 years in Sweden, it was not until 2009 that it was considered such a serious threat to the tax base that Sweden introduced legislation to prevent it. These provisions were introduced when tax audits on Swedish multinational enterprises indicated an annual base erosion of approximately SEK 25 billion. Two additional investigations by the Tax Agency revealed inefficiency in the 2009 limitation rules, resulting in the launch of second-generation limitation rules on interest deductions in 2013.

Since first introduced in 2009, the anti-avoidance rules have been heavily criticised for their vagueness, and even for being in conflict with the the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. Consequently, the Swedish Committee on Corporate Taxation (Företagsskattekommittén) was given the assignment of presenting new regulations that could replace the criticised rules. In June 2014, the Committee proposed a new corporate income tax system that involved extensive limitation rules on interest deductions.

Outside Sweden, base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS)—the process of moving profits to a lower-tax jurisdiction—have been addressed by the Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the European Commission. In these high-profile projects, the main purpose of which is to facilitate the drafting of tax law that makes it possible for member countries to tax income generated within their borders, anti-avoidance rules on companies’ interest deductions are essential.

In national and international efforts to find methods that make it possible to tax production where it is conducted, the focus is on corporate income taxation. The theoretical basis for such new tax models as the comprehensive business income tax (CBIT) and allowance for corporate equity (ACE) are based predominantly on economic research focusing on the way different tax rules affect the behaviour of multinational enterprises. New models to meet the challenges of base erosion and profit shifting involve equal treatment of debt and equity to the highest possible extent. According to relevant theory, such treatment will make the corporate income tax systems more effective, compared to a situation in which debt and equity are treated differently.

The theories encouraging equal treatment of debt and equity are far from new—a noteworthy fact in the OECD’s ongoing BEPS project. The most fundamental of
these principles can be traced back many decades. 12 Thus the financial/economic theories on which new tax systems are founded are generally much older than most tax systems, such as the Swedish system of 1990, which are now subject to major makeovers. This idiosyncrasy raises the following question: why did the tax legislators not rely on these theories when today’s tax system was designed? More specifically, why did the tax legislators not treat debt and equity alike when designing the tax systems that are now being overhauled?

When the current Swedish income tax system was designed, the corporate income tax system was expressly perceived as an integrated part of the taxation of individual earnings from capital investments. 13 Consequently, the perspective of the system differed from the current one, focusing as it did on the taxation of company owners rather than companies. Goals for effective corporate income taxation thus had to be balanced against other goals of the income tax system—for example, equal taxation of individuals.

As for the Swedish taxation of income from capital, the preparatory works to the 1990 tax reform required horizontal equity: not only should capital income be taxed the same as income from labour but equal tax should apply to the various types of capital income. 14 The principle of horizontal equity had a strong status at the time the income tax system was drafted and has seriously influenced the structure of the system. 15 As a result, Swedish corporate income taxation was initially structured as an integrated part of the entire income tax system, the overall goal of which was to tax income equally at the individual level.

Because of the foundation of today’s tax system in the principle of horizontal equity and because corporate income taxation is structured as an integrated part of a system, tax legislators’ arguments in favour of new corporate income taxation are open to criticism. Treating corporate income taxation in isolation from the rest of the tax system clearly challenges the objective of horizontal equity, which is a fundamental element of the system and triggers the question of whether tax legislators now find it more important to support effective corporate income taxation than to support equal income taxation for individuals. It also triggers the question of whether it is possible to maintain equal taxation and still defend the corporate tax base from international tax planning.

We have found no evidence that the Swedish tax legislators have announced a shift in preference of their tax law policy from equal taxation to effective corporate income taxation. Furthermore, debt and equity financing and multinational enterprises existed prior 1990, and were apparently not considered an insoluble obstacle for equal taxation when the 1990 tax system was constructed. Consequently, there must be another reason for shifting the focus from equal to effective taxation.

We argue in this article that it is the tax legislators’ inability to classify new financial instrument as debt or equity properly that has forced them to abandon equal taxation. More specifically, it is the legal distinction between debt instruments and derivative instruments that constitutes the seemingly irresolvable classification issue.

1.2 Purpose

The legal distinction between debt and equity has been subject to extensive doctrinal discussions in Europe and North America. In most cases, the international challenge—the challenge for open economies to collect revenue in a globalised world—forms the basis for the discussion. Thus, much of the discussion focuses on the impact on corporate behaviour (efficiency and neutrality) of different solutions for classifying debt and equity and/or how these solutions relate to states’ tax revenues. Accordingly, the theoretical basis is primarily financial theory and theories of public economy. Knowing, however, that a fundamental basis for all tax systems is that the taxpayer—eventually the individuals within the taxing jurisdiction—perceives the tax system as fair, we consider equal taxation merely as a relevant basis for evaluating legal classification within a tax system. Thus, this article takes a somewhat different perspective on a subject that has already been heavily debated. Its explicit purpose is to present tax equality (horizonal equity) as a reason for treating income from debt and equity differently, and to demonstrate how the general trend in corporate income taxation (treating debt and equity alike) challenges horizontal equity. We use the Swedish income tax system in our presentation, illustrating its development from equal income taxation to unequal but (deemed) effective corporate income taxation.

1.3 The Swedish tax system—an overview

The Swedish income tax system differs from most other income tax systems as it is a dual income tax system. The content of this difference is presented in more detail in sections four and five below. To facilitate a general understanding of this system, however, and thus make the article easier to follow right from the beginning, this section provides a very short overview of relevant parts of the system, and how they relate to the general problems dealt with in the article.

The Swedish dual income tax system taxes personal income through two separate income tax schedules: capital income and wages. Capital income is taxed at a flat rate while wages are taxed at a progressive rate. The flat tax on income from all kinds of different assets is a challenge in terms of horizontal equity in taxation of real capital income. The effective tax on the real income from a capital investment will differ according to the investment’s appreciation in value over time—it’s risk. Assets with a greater appreciation over time will be subject to a lower effective income tax on the real income when compared to assets with a low appreciation over time. In order to deal with this challenge, and thus maintain horizontal equity, financial instruments with a potential for great appreciation over time—equity instruments—are subject to economic double taxation whereas financial instruments with limited potential for value appreciation over time—debt—are not.

This article focuses on this risk-based taxation of debt and equity, and how hybrid financial instruments can be used to circumvent the system by exploiting weaknesses in the legal classification of these instruments. The use of hybrid instruments results...
in the avoidance of economic double taxation on income from assets with potential for significant appreciation over time, and is thus an effective tax on the real income from these instruments that is substantially lower than the effective tax on income from assets with the same financial risk.

1.4 Outline

The remainder of this article is organised in three parts, the first of which—Section 2: Taxing financial instruments and Section 3: Distinguishing between debt and derivatives—presents the general structure of the Swedish tax system and the basics of financial engineering. The purpose of these sections is to present the conditions which have eventually motivated the Swedish tax law maker to abandon equal taxation. The second part of the article—Section 4: Taxation of capital income and Section 5: The problem and how it is handled—presents legal developments within the relevant areas, why these developments were found to be unsatisfactory, and how they were dealt with in new legislation. Section 6: Unequal taxation and Section 7: Conclusions illustrate the effects that the new regulations have had, and will have, on capital taxation, as well as the extent to which these effects are in accordance with the fundamental principle of equal taxation. Finally, this section summarises the article and offers some concluding remarks.

2. Taxing financial instruments

2.1 General characteristics

Our key conclusion is that derivatives cause insoluble classification issues that severely challenge the traditional tax system, in which the treatment of financial instruments is based on their legal form. Knowing that derivatives and other financial instruments are often perceived as a relatively challenging area within tax law, the following sections present some general information on the characteristics of derivatives and other financial instruments, and how they generate income.

2.2 Derivatives

Throughout this article, we refer to plain vanilla derivatives, forwards and options, which are explained in greater detail in Section 3.2. At this point, however, it is worth noting that derivatives are financial instruments that provide returns directly related to the returns of the instrument that underlies them—for example, corporate stock. There is a difference between investing in a corporate stock and investing in its derivative: the derivative investment demands less capital, yet the possible return can be the same. Thus, in relation to an investment in corporate stock, an equity derivative provides a much higher return and is often referred to as a leveraged instrument.

---

21 See Section 7.
2.3 Three subcategories of financial instruments

A financial instrument can broadly be defined as:

any evidence of the legal relationship arising from the provision of money, property, or a promise to pay money or property by one person to another in consideration for a promise by the other person to provide money or property at some future time or times, or upon the occurrence or non-occurrence of some future event or events.\(^{22}\)

In Swedish income taxation, it has been found necessary to divide these instruments into at least three subcategories: debt, equity, and derivatives on assets other than debt and equity. In the corporate income taxation system, the distinction between debt and derivatives has been of limited importance because the returns from either kind are treated alike. Because the return from equity is treated differently, however, the distinction between debt and equity has been a major issue in corporate income taxation. Furthermore, because debt is treated favourably to equity and to derivatives on other assets when held by individuals, Swedish taxation of individual capital income includes classification issues between debt and equity and between debt and derivatives.

2.4 Return from financial instruments

2.4.1 Two kinds of income

In analysing the income taxation of financial instruments, it is important to understand that these instruments provide two types of income: income from production and windfall gains (speculation income). The holder of a financial instrument may, in many situations, choose whether the income shall be distributed as current income or as capital gains. Thus, the following sections briefly outline the general differences between these two types of income and how it may be distributed.

2.4.2 Income from production

The extensive concept of income used in Swedish income taxation includes income from production and from windfall gains.\(^{23}\) Income from production generally equals Sweden’s net domestic product (NDP), which leads to the conclusion that NDP never exceeds the investor’s total income. This conclusion is challenged, however, if those who invested in Swedish production have large debts to, or claims in, foreign countries. In cases where investors have large debts to foreign countries, their net income will be reduced, and will therefore become smaller than their production output.\(^{24}\) If an investor has large claims in foreign countries, the opposite occurs.

If capital is invested in production, the return from the investment will be distributed as interest, dividends or capital gains. The legal contents of these concepts are further discussed in Section 4. In order to facilitate the understanding of these legal concepts, however, it is necessary to stress that a capital investor may, in many situations, be able to choose whether the value of the production is distributed as dividends and/or

\(^{22}\) Edgar, 2000, pp. 4–5.

\(^{23}\) The concept of income generally corresponds to what is commonly referred to as the Schanz-Haig-Simons concept of income; see for example Holmes, 2001, pp. 55–57.

\(^{24}\) Within income taxation, this is generally referred to as base erosion.
interest or even as capital gains. If the owner of a company decides that no dividends shall be paid, the value of the owner’s shares will increase correspondingly with the value of the forgone dividends and will be distributed as capital gains when the shares are disposed of. Equally, if the holder of a bond disposes of it before maturity, the bond holder’s capital gain will correspond with the value of accrued interest. It is therefore necessary to treat current income and capital gains and losses from the same kind of financial instruments equally in the tax legislation in order to avoid tax arbitrages: profiting from tax shelters or differences in the way income or capital gains are taxed.25

2.4.3 Income from speculation—windfall gains

As mentioned in the previous section, Swedish income taxation does not merely cover income from production, it also taxes several kinds of windfall gains. The main difference between these two kinds of income is that income from production equals the value added in society, whereas a windfall gain is income that does not correspond to any value added in society. Thus, a windfall gain always corresponds to a windfall loss. A forward contract—whereby one party agrees to buy and another agrees to sell an asset in the future to a price agreed upon today—is a typical example of a capital investment that results in windfall gains and losses. Such a derivative contract has no initial value and eventually involves one of the contracting parties paying money to the other party without getting anything in return. Thus, it is a zero-sum game, resulting in no value added to society. Just like gains from investments in production, however, windfall gains on financial instruments are classified as capital gains in Swedish income taxation.

2.5 Financial income

From what has been argued in Section 2.4, it is possible to conclude that financial income—interest, dividends and capital gains—is the sum of a tax subject’s return from capital investments in production and windfall gains. Because it is possible to speculate about the success of future production in a company, the return from equity derivatives and the actual equity instrument—the underlying corporate stock—are related. This means that it is possible to replicate the return from a company stock (production) by the use of derivatives (speculation).26 Consequently, it is rational, in terms of income tax equality, to treat the return from derivatives equally to the return of underlying assets.27

We argue that financial instruments that typically produce windfall gains and losses (derivatives) can be merged with financial instruments that typically produce income from production (equity and debt). Because, in many situations, the investor in equity and debt can choose if the return from the investment is distributed as capital gains or interest/dividends (see Section 2.4.2), situations may occur in which the periodic return from debt (interest) is, in substance, a windfall gain. It is the failure to take this

25 For example, the Swedish income exemption on dividends from substantial holdings applies also to capital gains and losses on those holdings; Ch. 24 and 25a ITA.
26 See Section 3.3.
27 See, for example, Hilling, 2007, pp. 82–83.
transformation properly into account that really makes a mess of capital income taxation.\textsuperscript{28}

2.6 A risk-based tax system aimed at horizontal equity among sources of personal income

In Section 4, we present the purpose of today’s tax system. Before that analysis, however, we comment on the structure of the system in order to explain the perspective of the tax legislator, particularly how they view the characteristics for certain capital investments: debt and equity.

A general purpose of the Swedish income tax reform of 1990 was to create horizontal equity for produced income—among different types of capital income and income from labour.\textsuperscript{29} This aim indicates that the tax system is based on the assumption that personal income is the relevant perspective, making corporate income taxation an integrated part of personal income taxation rather than an autonomous tax system.

When the Swedish income tax system was launched in the early 1990s, the effective tax rate on income from labour was, for the majority of Swedish labourers, approximately 60%, including payroll tax. To achieve horizontal equity in the taxation of income from labour and real capital income, Sweden uses a classical system. Table 1 shows how the tax system is constructed to achieve horizontal equity between real income from debt and equity:

Table 1: Equal taxation of real income from debt and equity\textsuperscript{30}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Corporate income tax</th>
<th>Tax on capital income</th>
<th>Effective tax</th>
<th>Inflation</th>
<th>Nominal income</th>
<th>Real income</th>
<th>Tax on real income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>51.00%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
<td>9.80%</td>
<td>62.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt</td>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>4.00%</td>
<td>1.96%</td>
<td>61.20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: In order to target the effective tax rate of wages at approximately 60%, dividends are subject to double taxation and interest is not. Relevant tax rates from 1990 are used in this table. Source: authors.

Table 1 illustrates that the design of the tax system is based on the assumption that debt is an investment that generally provides lower return than equity. It also shows that interest is assumed to be a return that does not greatly exceed inflation. Under these circumstances—a risk-based tax system—the taxation of capital investments adheres to the goals of horizontal equity.\textsuperscript{31} It is noteworthy that the structure of the tax system is based on the assumption that equal taxation can only be fulfilled if debt and equity are treated differently. Consequently, their altered characteristics in regard to financial risk must have been considered, by the legislator, to be too great to meet the general purpose of horizontal equity without treating debt and equity differently.

\textsuperscript{28} See Section 5.

\textsuperscript{29} See Section 4.1

\textsuperscript{30} The components in the columns has been calculated as follow: \textbf{Effective tax}: 1\times30\% \{CIT\} + (1-(1\times30\% \{CIT\}))\times30\% \{Tax on capital income\}; \textbf{Real Income}: (1+12\% \{Nominal Income\}) / (1+2\% \{Inflation\})-1; \textbf{Tax on real Income}: (100\times12\% \{Nominal Income\} \times 51\% \{Effective tax\}) / (100\times9.8\% \{Real Income\}). The figures in the columns \textit{Corporate Income Tax, Inflation and Nominal Income} are picked to illustrate the estimations on which the legislation was designed.

\textsuperscript{31} For a discussion about taxation with a risk-based classification of debt and equity see Ceryak, 1990 and Politio, 1998.
2.7 Summary

Taxable income can be divided into income from production and windfall gains (speculation income). Capital income from production is classified as dividends, interest or capital gains. Capital income from windfall gains is classified as capital gains. This makes it possible to conclude that a capital gain may result from an investment in production or speculation, but that dividends and interest always represent income from production. In the next section, however, we argue that, in many situations, it can be difficult to define whether a capital investment is, in substance, an investment in production (debt) or an investment in speculation (derivative). An unsuccessful classification may lead to the return from an investment in production (debt), being treated in substance as a return from an investment in speculation (derivative), although the return is legally classified as interest when distributed to the investor. Because the structure of the tax system requires debt to be a financial instrument with low risk, classifying speculative activities as debt may severely challenge the functioning of the tax system.

3. Distinguishing Between Debt and Derivatives

3.1 Financial engineering

Financial engineering may be generally defined as the development and creative application of innovative financial technology. The decade before the financial crisis in 2008 saw massive growth in financial engineering, heavily increasing the pace and complexity in the development of new financial products. Consequently, the financial landscape is fundamentally different today compared to the time when the current income tax system was designed and drafted. In this section, we illustrate how basic financial engineering challenges the concepts of debt and equity, as perceived in the income tax system. In particular, financial engineering challenges the conception that debt is always a financial instrument with low financial risk.

3.2 Arbitrage and replication

3.2.1 No arbitrage assumption

The basis for financial engineering is a relatively straightforward exercise: asset pricing. The price of any financial asset is the discounted future cash flows of that asset, which implies that the discount rate and the required rate of return are the same. This is true for stocks, bonds, options, credit default swaps and all other securities. It is difficult, however, to find the correct future cash flows and the correct discount rate. Asset pricing is primarily concerned with finding discount rates, whereas forecasting future cash flows for a company, for example, is the domain of analysts.

A standard assumption in asset pricing is the principle of no arbitrage, where arbitrage is ‘a portfolio that guarantees net cash inflows without any net cash outflows’. From the no-arbitrage assumption, it follows that assets with identical cash flows must have identical prices. This idea is used extensively when pricing derivatives through replication: finding assets or portfolios of assets with known prices that have exactly

32 Beder, 2011, p. 3.
33 Sundaram & Das, 2011, p. 60.
the same cash flows as an asset with an unknown price. Thus, from the no-arbitrage principle, the asset with an unknown price must have the same price as the portfolio that replicates its cash flows.

3.2.2 Bonds

For some instruments, such as bonds, the future cash flows are known at the time of purchase. When the cash flows are known and a market price is observed, the discount factor, which is also called the expected or required return of the asset, can be directly calculated without any model assumptions. Using a simple example, we take a zero-coupon bond with exactly one year to maturity with a nominal value of N. The price (P) is observable if the bond is traded on a market and theoretically given by:

\[ P = \frac{N}{1 + y} \]

where \( y \) is the required rate of return on the bond. To get the discount rate, we use the fact that \( P \) and \( N \) are known, and solve for \( y \). Thus, we get

\[ y = \frac{N}{P} - 1 \]

When the time to maturity differs from one year or when the bond has coupon payments, the mathematics are more complicated, although the principle is the same. So the required rate of return can be inferred for any traded bond.

3.2.3 Forwards

To expand upon a previous definition, a forward contract is an obligation for one party to buy and for another party to sell an asset (the spot asset) to a price agreed upon today, called the forward price. The spot asset is delivered at an agreed-upon future date called the maturity date.

The forward price is set so that the contract has a price of zero; no cash flows are exchanged between the buyer and the seller at the contract date. At the delivery date, the seller delivers the product and the buyer pays the forward price. This is how a forward contract can be replicated by the spot asset and a zero-coupon bond.34

Holding a forward contract will provide one unit of the underlying asset at the time of maturity. To replicate this holding, one can simply buy the spot asset instead and hold it until maturity. Because both these transactions provide the same asset, both must have the same cost. The cost of buying the spot asset using the forward contract is the forward price (F), which is paid at delivery, so the price today is the present value of the forward price, which we denote \( PV(F) \). The cost of buying the spot asset is the current spot price today, plus such other possible costs as storage and insurance, depending on the nature of the spot asset. (For simplicity’s sake, we ignore these extra costs here.) By setting the costs equal, we must then have \( PV(F) = S \) or expressed differently, \( F = S(1 + r) \) with \( r \) being the discount rate. Following is an example of creating an arbitrage profit when the relationship described in this paragraph is not true.

Example: Assume that the spot price of gold is $300, the forward price is $311 for delivery of gold one year from now, and the rate of interest is 2%. The theoretical spot price should then be $300(1 + 0.02) = $306. Because the market price of the forward contract is too high, we sell the forward contract and buy the spot asset today, which requires us to borrow $300 at an interest rate of 2%. After one year, we deliver the spot asset and get our $311. Repaying our loan with interest will cost us $300 \times 1.02 = $306, resulting in a riskless profit of $5.

Note that in order to replicate a short position in a forward contract, one must borrow money (sell a zero-coupon bond). To replicate a long position in a forward contract, one must deposit money (buy a zero-coupon bond), which means that any forward contract can be seen as a combination of the spot asset and a zero-coupon bond.

### 3.2.4 Options

A European call option gives the buyer of the contract the option to buy the spot asset (the underlying asset) at a pre-specified price, called the strike or exercise price (X), at a pre-specified future date (T), called the maturity date. The seller of the call option contract has a binding obligation to sell the spot asset if the buyer chooses to use the option. An American call option can be used at any time at or before the maturity date. (The terms ‘European’ and ‘American’ do not refer to the location where the contracts are geographically traded.) A put option gives the buyer the right to sell the spot asset, and consequently the seller of the put option has the obligation to buy the spot asset.

An option can be replicated by owning (or selling short) a fraction of the underlying asset, while simultaneously having a short or long position in a bond (borrowing or lending money). To replicate one call option, for example, one must own less than one unit of the spot asset and borrow some money. The call option is therefore equivalent to a leveraged position in the spot asset. The exact quantities—the fractional quantity of the spot asset owned—can be calculated if one is willing to assume a particular option-pricing model; the quantities will depend on the relationship between the spot price and the strike price and on the volatility of the spot asset.

We now introduce the option-pricing model that is still, after 40 years, the one most widely used: the Black and Scholes option pricing model,\(^{35}\) which gives the price of a call option C as:

\[
C = S \cdot N(d_1) - X \cdot N(d_2) \cdot e^{-r(T-t)}
\]

where \(d_1 = \frac{\ln(S/X) + (r + 0.5\sigma^2)(T-t)}{\sigma \sqrt{T-t}}\) and \(d_2 = d_1 - \sigma \sqrt{T-t}\). \(S\) is the price of the spot asset, \(N\) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution, \(X\) is the exercise or strike price, \(e\) is the mathematical constant \(e \approx 2.72\), \(r\) is the risk-free rate of return, \(T-t\) is the time to maturity of the option, and \(\sigma^2\) is the return variance of the spot asset. All quantities are expressed on a yearly basis. The interpretation of \(N(d_1)\) and \(N(d_2)\) is, loosely speaking, the probability that the option will be exercised at maturity.

---

\(^{35}\) The model was developed in Black & Scholes, 1973 and Merton, 1971.
The mathematics may look uninviting, but the intuition behind the formula is straightforward. The formula simply states that the price of the call option is equal to what one would expect to get (the spot asset with probability \( N(d_1) \)) minus the present value of what one would expect to pay \( (X \cdot N(d_2)) \).

Because the moneyness of an option measures the probability that the option will be exercised, moneyness increases for a call option when \( S/X \) increases. Because \( X \) is fixed for a given option contract, moneyness increases when \( S \) increases—when the spot asset increases in value. An option with high moneyness (\( S>X \) for call and \( S<X \) for a put) is said to be in the money, when \( S \) is much larger than \( X \) (smaller for a put) the option is said to be deep in the money. A deep-in-the-money option behaves more and more like a spot asset; when the spot price tends to infinity, a call option behaves like the spot asset. We show this formally by calculating the call option price, \( C \), in the limit when \( S \) tends to infinity:

\[
\lim_{S \to \infty} S \cdot N \left( \frac{\ln \left( \frac{S}{X} \right) + (r + 0.5\sigma^2)(T-t)}{\sigma \sqrt{T-t}} \right) - X \cdot N(d_1) - \frac{\sigma \sqrt{T-t}}{e^{-r(T-t)} e^{-r(T-t)}} = S \cdot N(\ln(\infty)) - X \cdot N(\infty) e^{-r(T-t)} = S - X e^{-r(T-t)} \approx S
\]

The second equality follows from using \( \lim_{x \to \infty} N(x) = 1 \), and the approximate equality follows—simply because \( S \) is much larger than \( X \).

### 3.3 Hybrid instruments

#### 3.3.1 Legal classification

To this point we have illustrated that the return from derivatives—forwards and options—can be fully replicated by means of a bond and (a fraction of) the underlying of the derivative. From an income tax point of view, this means that it is possible to replicate a derivative on a company stock by means of financial instruments with the legal classification of debt (a bond) and equity (stock). Thus, when it comes to returns—income—an equity derivative is a hybrid between debt and equity. Because the tax treatment of debt and equity differ, the hybrid character presents a potential classification problem. To solve this problem, it seems necessary to find a way to distinguish between the debt part and the derivative part of the hybrid contracts. To tear a financial instrument into its component parts and treat them as building blocks is generally referred to as bifurcation. Bifurcation is not an option, however, because like most other tax systems, the Swedish income tax system treats financial instruments as indivisible contracts when classified as debt or equity. Thus, the hybrid instrument must be classified as either an equity derivative or a debt—a classification generally referred to as the all-or-nothing approach.

The classification of a financial instrument as debt or derivative will be relatively challenging in many situations, however, because the character of the derivative is

---

36 In addition to the meaning of the term hybrid instrument, as used in this article, the term is sometimes also used to describe financial instruments that are classified as debt in one country but as equity in another, or as debt at one time, but as equity at a later occasion. We do not refer to hybrid instruments in the latter sense.


38 See generally Madison, 1986.
continuously shifting in proportion to the instruments it replicates: a bond and the underlying. Thus to classify a financial instrument as debt or a derivative of a certain underlying may be an impractical exercise, as illustrated in the next sections.

3.3.2 The shifting character of an option

In Section 3.2.4, we illustrate that the return from an option can be replicated by a bond and a fraction of the underlying. An option in equity is thus a replica of what is legally classified as debt and equity. To calculate the debt fraction of an option, we can again use the Black and Scholes model, which shows that a call option is replicated by \( C = S \Delta_c - B_c \) where \( \Delta_c = N(d_1) \) and \( B_c = X \cdot N(d_2) e^{-r(T-t)} \). The interpretation is that \( B_c \), the amount of money one must borrow and \( \Delta_c \) that provides the fraction of the spot asset to buy (\( \Delta_c \) is never larger than one). If we assume that the underlying asset is a stock, we can then see that an option is a combination of debt and equity, and the proportion that is equity depends on the moneyness of the option through \( N(d_1) \) and \( N(d_2) \). As calculated above, for a very deep in-the-money call option, we get \( N(d_1) = N(d_2) = 1 \). So we get:

\[
C = S - X e^{-r(T-t)}
\]

The option is equal to the stock value plus borrowing the present value of the strike price, so in this case the option is almost pure equity. We define the commodity fraction to be \( S \Delta_c / C \) and calculate the equity fraction for a hypothetical call option with a volatility of 15%, a time to maturity of 1 month, a risk-free rate of interest of 2%, an exercise price of $100 and a spot price ranging from $100 to $400.\(^{39}\) The equity fraction ranges from 50.8% to 80.0%, and by using ever-higher spot prices, the fraction would eventually approach 100%. Note that this result not only reveals that different option contracts can have very different equity/debt proportions, but that the same option contract can have vastly different equity/debt proportions over time, due to changes in the price of the underlying asset.

\(^{39}\)The results are not sensitive to the choice of volatility, risk-free rate and time to maturity.
3.3.3 Prepaid forwards

A prepaid forward contract is identical to a forward contract, with the single difference that the forward price is paid when the agreement is entered upon and not when the spot asset is delivered.\textsuperscript{40} This difference creates slight changes to the replication strategy. The cost of buying the spot asset using the forward contract is still the forward price (F), which is paid at today’s price, so the price today changes from \( PV(F) \) to simply \( F \). If we once again ignore costs of storage, insurance and possible dividends, the prepaid forward price is simply equal to the spot price \( F = S \), because the cost of buying the spot asset on the spot market and using the prepaid forward contract is the same. If we add storage costs (m) expressed as a fraction of the spot price, we get \( F = S(1+m) \), and there is now a difference between the prepaid forward price and the spot price. When we use the prepaid forward contract rather than buying the asset on the spot market, we avoid paying storage costs.

We now know that a prepaid forward price is identical to the price of the underlying asset: \( F = S \). We also know, however, that it is possible to replicate the underlying (asset) by a portfolio with a regular forward contract and a bond.\textsuperscript{41} Consequently, a

\textsuperscript{40} See Section 3.2.3.
\textsuperscript{41} See Section 3.2.3.
prepaid forward contract is, in substance, a portfolio with a regular forward contract and a bond. Because financial instruments are generally treated as indivisible contracts, a possible solution is to classify these contracts as derivatives, thereby dealing with tax arbitrage possibilities.42

The other possible way of dealing with prepaid forward contracts for income tax purposes is to classify them as debt instruments, because of the initially large debt fraction in the contract. This line of reasoning opens up possibilities for creating extremely risky debt instruments. If a prepaid forward contract with equity as an underlying is classified as debt, for example, the debt instrument will have the same financial risk as the underlying asset. Consequently, prepaid forward contracts may facilitate the taxpayer’s ability to invest in a certain asset by a direct purchase of the asset, or through the use of a debt instrument. When the underlying is corporate assets (equity), it may be advantageous for the taxpayer to make the investment by a prepaid forward contract—a debt.43

3.4 Ever-changing characteristics

We have now illustrated how options and forwards work, and how they can be used to replicate a portfolio with a bond and the underlying derivative. As the moneyness of the derivative increases, the equity fraction of the derivative also increases, at the expense of the size of the derivative’s debt fraction. For the issuer of such a derivative the opposite occurs. Consequently, the issuance of deep-in-the-money options and prepaid forward contracts, have many characteristics similar to the issuance of ordinary debt instruments. Unlike ordinary debt instruments, however, the debt characteristics of a derivative may decrease or even disappear over the duration of the instrument. Because of the ever-changing characteristics of derivatives in relation to the legal definitions of the instrument in its replica portfolio, the classification of financial instruments as debt or derivatives will always be uncertain.

Fixing the time at which a financial instrument shall be legally classified as debt or a derivative is a standard way of dealing with uncertainty caused by the shifting character of hybrid financial instruments.44 Swedish case law has determined the relevant time to be the point at which the instrument is issued.45 In principle, this fixed-time approach increases legal certainty, which is good, but does not deal with the actual problem caused by hybrid financial instruments: high-risk debt instruments. In fact, it can be argued that using the time at which it is issued as the basis for classifying a financial instrument creates the possibility that high-risk derivatives can be classified as debt instruments as long as they are issued deep in the money.

Bifurcation has been described in the literature as the most effective way of dealing with income-tax problems of high-risk debt instruments—hybrids.46 As mentioned previously, however, bifurcation—treating the financial building blocks of a financial instrument separately for tax purposes—is not an option in Swedish income taxation.

42 Such treatment can be criticized because the relatively large debt fraction of the contract is treated differently from regular debt, see Edgar, 2000, 246–sequent.
43 See Section 4.3.
45 RÅ 2008 ref. 3.
because the Supreme Administrative Court (SAC) has identified its opposite, the ‘all-or-nothing’ approach, as the prevailing rule.47

3.5 Summary

In this section, we have explained that derivatives with large moneyness are similar to ordinary debt instruments. It may be challenging, therefore, to find ways to distinguish legally between debt and certain derivative contracts—hybrid instruments. As a result, when hybrid instruments (derivatives with large moneyness) are legally classified as debt instruments, the perception of debt as low-risk financial instruments is severely challenged. Tax systems, Sweden’s included, which have preferential treatment for debt income, expose themselves to serious tax-arbitrage schemes, such as tax planning with inter-company interest deductions.

In the next section we illustrate how this ‘insoluble’ classification issue challenged the Swedish income tax system and how the traditional classifications of financial instruments as debt and equity were eventually abandoned.

4. Taxation of Capital Income

4.1 Purpose of the law

4.1.1 Preparatory works

In this section, we briefly present the purpose of the relevant tax law, based on what is set out in relevant legal preparatory works. The Swedish tradition of extensive preparation of legislation involves several types of preparatory works48 For interpretation of tax law, the key types are government bills (propositioner, Prop.) and Ministry of Finance Committee Reports (Statens offentliga utredningar, SOU).

4.1.2 Equal taxation

With direct reference to the ability-to-pay principle and the constitutional principle of equality, an explicit purpose of the Swedish tax reform of 1990 was to attain equal taxation: ‘that persons with equal income, wealth etcetera are taxed alike’.49 In the context of a dual-income tax system, which was introduced in Sweden by this tax reform, it was decided that any return from any type of asset was to be taxed equally in the income tax schedule—capital income.50 This is generally referred to as a flat-rate tax on capital income, but must not be mistaken for the flat tax on savings and investments, which is described in Section 5.2.1.51 Theoretically the flat tax on capital income involves a relatively complex taxation of income on an accrual basis.52 For reasons of simplicity and taxpayers’ ability to pay, however, accrual taxation was dismissed in favour of the cash basis and the realisation principle (revenue can be

47 See Section 3.3.1.
48 For a discussion of the different kinds of preparatory works, see, for example, Melz, 2007, p. 137.
49 SOU 1989:33 part I, p. 52, see also Prop. 1989/90.:110, part I, p. 388. This and all other translations from Swedish to English have been done by the authors.
51 See Birch Sorensen, 1994.
recognised only after the goods or services have been delivered). As a result, current investment income, such as interest and dividends, is taxed in the same period that the taxpayer has access to the return. Other returns—capital gains and losses—are taxed when the asset is disposed of.

In summary, the equality, certainty and simplicity of the legislation is satisfied when all returns on capital—current income as well as capital gains and losses—are taxed in the same income tax schedule and in the same way, independent of the type of income-generating asset. Equality does give way to certainty and simplicity, however, when accrual income recognition is dismissed in favour of cash basis and realisation. The primary inequality this deviation may create is that the real income classified as capital gains will be reduced over time due to inflation, and may therefore be taxed somewhat higher than interest and dividends because of the nominal calculation of taxable income. In relation to investments in financial assets, this is really not a big issue, particularly because inflation has been relatively moderate since the launch of the relevant tax legislation.

4.1.3 Limitation of potential, unwanted tax credits

Although the use of a different principle for the periodisation of income does not severely challenge equal taxation of the positive return from financial investments, the use of the realisation principle causes some difficulties. This situation exists because the realisation principle facilitates the creation of tax credits, which would have been impossible through consistently applied accrual income recognition. A tax credit is, in effect, an interest-free loan from the government to the taxpayer, and it typically occurs when a taxpayer knowingly brings forward the realisation of a loss position and pushes the realisation of gain positions into the future. Because the possibility of generating tax credits is clearly in conflict with a goal of equal taxation, measures have been taken to limit the taxpayer’s ability to enhance such credits. These measures have taken the form of general deduction limitations of 70% of capital losses. Deduction limitations for capital losses are, however, significant exceptions to the goal of equal treatment of current returns and capital gains and losses within the income tax schedule, Capital Income. This is so because interest expenses are usually fully deductible against any kind of capital income, as further explained in next section.

4.1.4 Interest expenses favored to capital losses

Deductibility for interest expenses is not limited the same way that capital losses are, a situation motivated primarily by housing policy. It was decided that interest expenses on private homes should be fully deductible against wages. Because the dual income tax system treats capital income and income from labour separately, however, the

54 In addition there are also the benefits in the continuous compounding of the capital in long term investments. On the down side is the lock in-effects related to realisation taxation of capital investments.
56 The term tax credit must not be mistaken for the same term used in international taxation. While a foreign tax credit (see e.g. Article 23B OECD MC) provides credits equal to taxes paid in foreign states, the tax credits we refer to in this article provide credits equal to losses realised for the primary purpose of deferring the taxation of capital income.
technical solution is a tax credit of 30% of the deficit in the income schedule capital, which is fully deductible against wages, with an effective tax rate of 30%. The difference in the deductibility of capital losses and interest expenses were not entirely consistent, however. Capital losses on interest-paying financial instruments are treated as interest; there is no restriction or quota on interest cost deductions for those instruments as there are for other types of capital losses. This inconsistency exists partly to avoid demarcation problems in classifying returns as interest or as capital gains or losses. Furthermore, it was considered that a deduction limitation for these capital losses would be unduly restrictive, because potential tax credits would still be relatively small with respect to the limited durations and moderate rate variations of these instruments. For control reasons, only publicly traded instruments were exempted from quota. Here again, it becomes evident that the tax-law maker contemplated debt a financial instrument with low risk.

4.1.5 Effective taxation of corporate investments

Finally, the tax reform of 1990 highlights the need for effective tax legislation regarding investment in corporations. A general purpose of the legislation was therefore to ensure that it would never be more advantageous to invest in a corporation by means other than an ordinary corporate share. Thus, any investment for which the return is connected in one way or another to the return of a corporation is to be treated for tax purposes as equal to corporate shares.

4.1.6 Classifying capital investments

From what is stated in the preparatory works of the relevant tax legislation, it is obvious that return-from-capital investments should generally be taxed equally. There are three additional and superior purposes, however, in the taxation of capital investments:

1. Limitation of potential tax credits
2. Elimination of classification issues between interest and capital gains and losses
3. Effective taxation of corporate investments

In principle, the three additional purposes do not threaten the general purpose of equal taxation. If all capital investments were subject to limited deductibility of capital losses, equal taxation would remain. Because interest is fully deductible from capital income, however, the purpose of eliminating classification issues between interest and capital gains and losses involves the treatment of these gains and losses as equal to interest if the relevant instrument is an interest-paying one. It seems necessary, therefore, to classify capital investments in at least two different categories, one of which is not subject to limited deductibility for capital losses. It can be argued, however, that it is impossible to isolate interest-paying instruments from other

60 See Section 2.6 above.
61 Prop. 1989/90:110, pp. 430–434. This is also stated in the relevant legislation: Ch. 48 § 2 IL.
62 See Section 2.4.
financial instruments, because all financial instruments can have returns in the form of interest—for example, if they are purchased at a discount. Consequently, it seems unmanageable to find a classification norm that isolates interest-paying instruments from other financial instruments. Instead, in order to separate financial instruments with low risk or debt, the classification must focus on financial instruments with potential returns similar to a benchmark interest rate.

If it were possible to find a legal classification that captures all financial instruments with potential returns similar to a benchmark interest, everything would be fine. Such a classification would fulfill the purpose of eliminating classification issues between interest and capital gains and losses, and would also correspond with the purpose of limiting potential tax credits, because the moderate return from these instruments make them insufficient for such tax planning. The only weakness in this classification would be the potential challenge to an effective taxation of corporate investments; if it includes financial instruments with returns related or similar to a corporate share. Consequently, there must be a tradeoff between the purpose of eliminating classification issues and the purpose of effective taxation of corporate investments. A discussion of whether or not this suggested classification is mirrored in the relevant tax law is presented in the next section.

4.2 The law

4.2.1 Interpreting the law

The income tax law relevant to the taxation of capital investments originates in the tax reform of 1990. A general tendency in the statutory style of that time was to avoid enumerations in the law, and instead to formulate more abstract rules giving the courts the opportunity of dealing with new types of transactions and placing them in proper legal categories.63 Regarding capital investments, financial instruments are divided into four categories, one of which involves the exceptional treatment of full deductibility of capital losses: debt.64 Of the additional three categories, one captures financial instruments, with returns related to or similar to corporate shares: equity.65 In what follows, only debt and equity will be examined.66

During the decade since the tax reform, several precedent-setting court decisions regarding the classification of unconventional financial instruments have been decided.67 As a basis for these decisions, the law has been interpreted in the light of the preparatory works to the legislation, which is in line with general tax law interpretation in Sweden.68 As illustrated in the previous section, preparatory works set out the general principles for the tax system, and thereby facilitate the interpretation of the law. It is noteworthy, however, that preparatory works can never justify an interpretation of a statute contrary to its literal meaning.69 Thus, the challenge for the law-making authority is to find a wording of the law that facilitates,

---

64 Fordringsrätt, Section 48, section 3 ITA.
65 Delägarrätt, Section 48, section 2 ITA.
66 For information on the two additional categories—foreign debt and other income—see Hilling, 2008, pp. 702–707.
67 See footnotes 72, 74 & 75.
in every possible case, the law being applied in concordance with the principles set out in its preparatory work (see Section 4.1.6). In the following section, we analyse the definition of debt and equity in relation to relevant court decisions. Our goal is to consult all relevant precedence court decisions since the relevant legislation was presented in 1990.

4.2.2 The legal concepts of debt and equity

The legal term ‘equity’ explicitly includes corporate shares and any other financial instrument giving its holder a residual interest in the assets of a company after deducting all its liabilities, such as warrants. In addition, contracts with returns that are related to the return from equity instruments are to be treated as equity for income tax purposes; options serve as one example. Consequently, equity can be said to cover any capital investment that gives the investor the right to share in the result of the production. To fulfil the purpose of effective taxation of corporate investments and to hinder potential tax arbitrages, speculative instruments in a corporation’s production shall be treated as equity.70

The legal term ‘debt’ is defined as a claim of a certain amount of currency—a bond, for example. In addition, contracts with returns related to a debt instrument—a forward interest-rate agreement, for example—are to be treated as debt. Finally, it is explicitly stated that a financial instrument covered by the equity definition cannot be classified as debt. Thus, the trade-off between the purpose to eliminate classification issues regarding interest and capital gains and losses on the one hand, and the purpose of effective taxation of corporate shares on the other hand, is to the advantage of effective corporate share taxation.71

Analysing relevant case law on the classification of unconventional financial instruments, it appears that any financial instrument that gives a legal right to the invested capital is classified as a debt instrument, unless the instrument is related to equity in one way or another. Thus case law dealing with contingent debt instrument on equity and structured equity instruments classified as equity, is in line with expectations.72 In the first of the referred cases, RÅ 1994 ref. 26, the Supreme Administrative Court (SAC) established a significant principle: that a contractually indivisible financial instrument was to be treated as a single, unique instrument for income tax purposes. Thus, the composition of a structured product is of no importance for income tax purposes.73

After the 1990 tax reform, the first unconventional financial instrument that SAC classified as a debt instrument was a real zero-coupon bond.74 The fact that the potential return from this instrument was low and steady rather than volatile, and that its return was not related to equity, led to the conclusion that a classification of debt was perfectly in line with the purpose of the legislation. The same conclusion cannot be reached, however, in relation to the subsequent decision on the classification of a

70 See Section 2.4.2.
71 See Section 4.1.6.
72 RÅ 1994 ref. 26 (contingent debt), RÅ 2000 not. 8 (‘equity basket’) RÅ 2001 ref. 21 (reverse convertible bond), RÅ 2001 not. 160 (swap), RÅ 2002 not 51 (‘equity basket’), RÅ 2003 ref. 48 (contingent debt), RÅ 2007 ref. 3 (swap).
73 See Section 3.4.
74 RÅ 1995 ref. 71.
contingent debt instrument on foreign currencies. In this decision, the SAC argued that because the instrument represents a claim in Swedish currency, it was a debt instrument; and because its return was not related to equity, it should remain classified as debt.

In this case, a literal interpretation of the law provided two possible classifications for the financial instrument. Besides its classification as debt, it would have been possible to classify it as a forward contract (termin), which is defined as:

- a contract, suited for public trading, concerning
- the purchase of shares, bonds, or other assets at a certain future date at a fixed price or
- a future settlement, the amount of which is decided upon the basis of the value of the underlying asset, an exchange index, or similar.

It would definitely have been possible to classify the contingent debt instrument on foreign currency as a forward contract, based on a literal interpretation of the second section of the definition. This classification would involve an income tax treatment equal to the instrument’s underlying asset: foreign currency. Given the purpose and the structure of the law, it would probably have been better to exclude these instruments from the debt concept and classify them instead as derivatives. The same criticism can be leveled at the SAC’s decision on a contingent debt instrument, the return of which was decided on the basis of which of three indexes had the most favourable development over the duration of the instrument. Although the potential return of the contingent debt instrument was relatively volatile, it was classified as debt because its relationship to equity was not strong enough. The case law analysed indicates that the legal concept of debt generally includes all types of financial instruments that are not classified as equity and that are not derivatives with low moneyness.

It can be argued, of course, that the classification of contingent-debt instruments as debt does not threaten the purposes of the tax system; because these debt instruments guarantee nominal value, they will not give rise to any capital losses. Thus, tax credits or classification issues in relation to interest will never be an issue with these instruments. It is crucial, however, to remember that financial instruments are indivisible contracts in Swedish tax law. By allowing financial instruments with risk (other than the interest-rate risk) to be classified as debt instruments raises the possibility of speculative instruments—hybrid instruments—to be classified as debt instruments. Therefore, the legal challenges are not only to isolate debt from equity, but also to include any attempt to isolate debt from several types of derivatives:

---

75 RÅ 1999 ref. 69.
76 Ch. 44, section 11 ITA.
77 RÅ 2008 ref. 3.
78 See Section 3.3.
4.2.3 The debt–equity conundrum—financial risk

From the presentation of the legal concept of debt and equity and the presented court decisions, it is possible to conclude that equity and debt are broadly defined and that they sometimes comprise the same instruments—for example, convertible bonds. In such cases, the classification is based on the risk of the instrument rather than its legal form. Because the relevant financial risk is well defined—the risk of a corporate stock—the classification of equity is seemingly certain and efficient. It is noteworthy, however, that in many situations, a financial instrument classified as equity carries risks other than those of a corporate share. This is evident in the case of contingent debt instruments and exchange traded notes (ETNs), for example, which affected several equity investors when Lehman Brothers defaulted in 2008. Consequently, the legal concept of equity can be summarised as covering financial instruments of any kind, the potential return of which depends to a great extent on the risk of corporate stock.

4.2.4 The debt–derivative conundrum—legal form

Unlike the debt versus equity distinction, whereby the financial risk is found to be the decisive criterion for classification, the debt versus derivative distinction does not relate to financial risk. Here, the decisive criterion is legal form. Thus structured financial instruments, carrying the risks of currency or commodities, have been classified as debt according to Swedish income tax legislation.\(^79\) The decisive criterion for a financial instrument to be classified as debt is that it should provide a claim for the investor to get the invested money in return at some future date.\(^80\) The definition of debt does not include any requirement that the investment be risky. A literal interpretation of the concept of debt, as used in Swedish income taxation, does

---

\(^79\) RÅ 1999 ref. 69 and RÅ 2008 ref. 3, see Section 4.2.2.

\(^80\) See Section 4.2.2.
not exclude risky financial investments in commodities or currency or financial investments in bad debt—debt with large credit risks. This type of financial investment is classified as debt, therefore, unless there is another legal classification that suits the situation better. In the context of financial instruments, the only other legal classification is ‘derivative’.\footnote{Forward (termin) or Option, Ch. 44 sections 11 and 12 ITA. See Section 3.2.2.}

Based on a traditional perception of the concepts of debt and derivative, where debt represents a bank deposit and a derivative is a plain vanilla forward contract with no initial value, it may seem surprising that it is sometimes difficult to separate the two types of instruments. Because the legal concepts of these instruments do not require any premises regarding financial risk or the amount of initial deposit in relation to possible return, however, the classification issue becomes problematic. There are, for example, uncertainties about the risk associated with a financial instrument before it disqualifies from the legal concept of debt, and how large an initial investment it is possible to transact in a financial instrument before it ceases to be classified as a derivative. These imprecise definitions make it possible to construct derivative-like financial instruments classified as debt. The potential high return from these instruments challenges the purpose of the legislation. The hybrids of debt and derivatives (high-risk debt instruments) constitute a key problem in classifying financial instruments. This issue is presented in Section 5 as the cause of excising the concepts of debt and equity from the Swedish income tax system.

4.2.5 Summary

An overall purpose of the Swedish income tax system is horizontal equity among different kinds of capital income—for example, interest and dividends. In the quest to achieve equal taxation, the structure of the tax system is based on the view that debt instruments are low-risk investments. For various reasons, presented in previous sections of this article, debt instruments must be separated from equity instruments and from financial instruments with other risks—for example, commodity and currency. The methods for making these distinctions when applying the law have developed differently. The distinction between debt and equity is based on financial risk. Any financial instrument with financial risk linked to equity is taxed as equity. To a great extent, this classification norm excludes risky equity instruments from the definition of legal debt. Thus, within capital income taxation, hybrid equity instruments are seldom classified as debt when the classification is based on financial risk.

The method of distinguishing between debt and hybrid instruments with the financial risk of commodities and currency, for example, is based on legal form. Given the broad legal definition of debt, it includes hybrid instruments—derivatives with large moneyness. Including these financial instruments in the definition of debt creates the possibility for arbitrage, because debt instruments are no longer necessarily low-risk investments—the assumption upon which the tax legislator designed the system.

To conclude, in a situation in which debt is treated more favourably than other financial instruments, it appears that the debt must be distinguished from these other financial instruments based on the financial risk of the instruments rather than on their legal form. Unfortunately, this is not how it works in Swedish corporate income taxation, which is presented in next section.
4.3 Corporate income taxation

4.3.1 Distinguishing between debt and equity derivatives

So far we have presented the Swedish income taxation of individuals earning income from capital investment. In this context, we have recognised that the conventional tax system makes a distinction between debt and equity. Because the equity definition is based on financial risk, it is possible to classify untraditional financial instruments as debt or equity with some certainty. There are great uncertainties, however, in the classification of untraditional financial instruments as debt or derivatives because of the ever-changing characteristics of derivatives and because the comprehensive definition of debt is based on legal form.

The classification issues related to individuals are also relevant to corporations that make capital investments on the secondary market—for example, as part of their cash management. Unlike individuals, corporations may be subject to investments by issuing shares in their corporate assets. As is commonly known, these shares can be classified only as debt or equity.

The legal concepts of debt and equity in Swedish corporate income taxation are not identical to those used in the capital taxation of individuals, however. A key difference is that the concepts are based solely on legal form. Thus the difficulties in distinguishing between debt and derivatives in currency and commodities, as presented in relation to the taxation of individuals, are also relevant in relation to equity derivatives in corporate income taxation. Thus, equity derivatives may be classified as debt when issued by a corporation on the primary market. A regular convertible debt instrument, for example, is, in substance, a contingent debt instrument in equity; it is classified as debt rather than equity by the issuing company. More unconventional equity-linked instruments, such as Preferred Equity Certificates (PEC) and Convertible Preferred Equity Certificates (CPEC), are also considered debt according to Swedish corporate income taxation. In a recent decision from the SAC, however, a mandatory convertible debt instrument was considered equity. By that decision, the SAC changed the appealed advanced ruling from the Swedish Tax Board, which considered the instrument as debt. Although the Board relied on private law (Swedish company law) in its classification of the instrument, the SAC based its decision on relevant classification rules in international accounting standards (IAS 32). The discord between the Board and the SAC in this case illustrates the uncertainty inherent in the classification of financial instruments as debt or equity.

The importance of the classification of financial instruments as debt or equity comes down to the fact that expenses related to equity (dividends) cannot be deducted, whereas expenses in relation to debt (interest) are deductible for the issuing company. The preferred tax treatment of expenses related to debt instruments creates inducements for issuing debt instruments rather than equity.

---

82 See Section 3.4.
83 See Section 4.2.2.
85 HFD 2014 ref. 10.
86 Advance ruling decided 2013-06-19 (dnr. 4-12/D).
87 See Olsson, 2014 and Bjuvberg, 2014 for comments on this court decision.
As illustrated in Section 3.2, the return from an asset can be replicated by a bond and a derivative. Furthermore, there are few, if any, differences between a portfolio with a bond and a derivative, on the one hand, and a derivative that is a deep-in-the-money option, or a prepaid forward, on the other hand.\textsuperscript{88} Thus in order to raise capital, a company may as well issue an equity derivative with large moneyness rather than traditional corporate stock. In a case in which such a derivative is classified as debt, its issuance is more favorable when compared to the issuance of regular corporate stocks, although the value of the options are more or less equal.

To conclude, the hybrid financial instruments with characteristics of debt and equity are, in substance, derivatives with large moneyness. In Section 3.4, we have argued that these kinds of derivatives are almost impossible to classify as debt or derivative (equity) in a predictable way. The legal uncertainty will remain as long as the legal definitions do.

4.3.2 Converting capital losses into interest expenses

It can be argued, of course, that a hybrid debt instrument cannot be a derivative, because derivatives, unlike hybrid debt instruments, pay no interest—merely capital gains or losses. The issuer of the derivative may recurrently pay accrued capital losses on the derivative, however, and in that way make it appear as interest expenses.\textsuperscript{89} Because these ‘interest expenses’ are, in substance, capital losses on derivatives, the rate of that ‘interest’ is equal to the required rate of return of the underlying asset: the issuing company’s equity. Thus the rate of return on hybrid debt instruments are generally far above what can be expected from ordinary debt instruments. Swedish case law offers several examples wherein it has been considered in line with the law to deduct ‘interest’ at levels equal to or above what can be expected as a return on ordinary equity investments.\textsuperscript{90}

4.3.3 Related-party debt strategies

The opportunity to issue derivatives that are legally classified as debt and to convert accrued capital losses into recurrently payable interest expenses constitutes a tool for international tax planning. When a productive company issues these derivatives (hybrid debt instruments) to a related party, such as a parent company, the deduction of the ‘interest expenses’ may be used to shift income between the residence countries of the related parties. If the income is produced in a high-tax regime, and the parent company is resident in a low-tax regime, the total tax for the company group will decrease. These related-party debt strategies for profit shifting have been recognised as a severe problem in international taxation and are currently being dealt with within the OECD BEPS project.\textsuperscript{91}

4.3.4 Summary

Like several other OECD member countries, Sweden is struggling with the erosion of its corporate income tax base through extensive international tax planning with related-party debt strategies. These harmful tax strategies are the result of a legal

\textsuperscript{88} See Section 3.3.

\textsuperscript{89} See Section 2.5.


\textsuperscript{91} See OECD, 2013b, p. 17.
definition of debt that covers not only traditional debt instruments, but also derivatives with large moneyness. Because the characteristics of these derivatives are ever-changing between the characteristics of ordinary debt and the characteristics of the underlying (equity), the legal classification of these derivatives as debt or equity can never be carried out in a predictable way. Consequently, the classification problem related to debt and equity in Swedish corporate income taxation is, in principle, the same as the classification problem related to debt and derivatives in Swedish taxation of individuals’ capital investments. In principle, the problem appears to be that legal form is used to classify financial instruments, the primary characteristic of which, according to the structure of the tax system, is their different financial risk.

5. THE PROBLEM AND HOW IT IS HANDLED

5.1 The lack of distinction between debt and derivatives

In the previous sections, we have illustrated how difficult it is to separate derivatives and debt in a predictable way when legal form is the decisive criterion. This lack of a true distinction between debt and derivative is not only problematic in relation to the taxation of individual income from capital investments, but is also a fundamental problem in Swedish corporate income taxation. How this problem threatens these two areas of Swedish income taxation and how this threat is handled by the tax legislator is presented in detail in this section.

5.2 Taxation of capital income

5.2.1 Flat tax on savings and investments

There is substantial legal uncertainty regarding the income tax treatment of capital losses from capital investments in structured ‘debt instruments’ with a high credit risk or a risk related to commodities. This uncertainty is also evident in relation to derivative instruments on the same underlying asset—like a contract for differences (CFD), wherein the seller pays the buyer the difference between current value of an asset and its value at contract time (or the buyer pays the seller if the difference is negative). As a complement to the conventional taxation as presented in this article, a new optional type of taxation of capital investments was introduced in Sweden in 2012: flat tax on savings and investments—Investeringssparkonto. In order to avoid confusion, we must stress that this flat tax differs from the tax on capital income in the Swedish dual-income tax system, which is often referred to as a flat rate tax (30%) on capital income.

The flat tax on savings and investments diverges significantly from traditional income taxation. Instead of calculating the tax object as income, the flat tax is levied on the market value of the tax subject’s financial instruments. It is reminiscent of the Netherlands’ Box 3 income taxation system, and has many similarities, as well, with conventional wealth taxation, which was abolished in Sweden in 2007. The flat tax

---

93 See Section 4.1.2.
94 For information on the calculation of the market value, see e.g. the Swedish Tax Agency, opinion Dnr/målnr/löpnr: 131 204738-14/111.
95 See e.g. Lodin, 2009, pp. 114–121. About Swedish wealth taxation, see Henrekson & Du Rietz, 2014.
can be described as accrual taxation of savings and investments, which has already been discussed as a possible system in relation to the tax reform of 1990. The primary reason for introducing the flat tax on savings and investments was the large number of incorrect tax assessments caused by the complex tax regulations on capital investment. Adverse locked-in effects of the realisation principle were another reason for the new regulation. Legal uncertainty in the classification of debt, equity and derivatives was not, however, presented as a reason for the new legislation.

5.2.2 Classification issues

In order for flat tax to be applied to a financial instrument, it must be possible to establish its market value in a predictable way. Without a reliable, realistic value on the financial instrument, it remains in the conventional taxation system for capital income. To secure this reliable value, the flat tax applies only on financial instruments that are traded on a regulated market or a multilateral trading facility (MTF), or are a share in an investment fund governed by Swedish regulations. These premises for classification directly refer to terminology in relevant EU Directives.

Because existence of a reliable market value is the decisive criterion for being an object for flat taxation, there are no legal differences among equity, debt and derivatives in this context. Thus, the classification issues mentioned previously do not exist in this system. In relation to the classification problems we analysed in this article, the flat tax is therefore found to be successful. In the following section, it is argued, however, that this success comes at a relatively high price in regard to the underlying purposes of the income tax system.

5.2.3 Purposes of the tax system

As noted in Section 5.2.1, the purpose of the flat tax on savings and investments was to facilitate capital investments for individuals, but the preparatory works do not specify any other purposes served by the flat tax. Thus, the flat tax appears to be a special case in the income tax system, which is, in itself, reason for criticism, because such legislation eventually leads to fragmentation of the system. In the referral for comments that preceded the law, that criticism was addressed in the following way: ‘flat tax is incomprehensible, because it is based not on a general principle such as equal taxation, but is a special case of the taxation of income in this particular area’. The Swedish Government has not dealt with this criticism; nor has it considered similar opinions from several special interest groups. By introducing an alternative, optional taxation of capital investment, the general underlying purpose of the capital income taxation—equal taxation—was eventually eliminated. The taxation of income

96 See Section 4.1.2.
100 Prop. 2011/12:1 p. 277.
101 Prop. 2011/12:1 p. 278.
differs, depending on which of the two systems are applied to the return from a financial instrument.\textsuperscript{102}

In the preparatory works to the conventional capital taxation, it is explicitly stated that the effective taxation of corporate investments is a highly prioritised purpose of the tax system.\textsuperscript{103} Thus the conventional taxation of financial instruments treats returns related to corporate shares alike. By introducing the flat rate taxation, however, the government introduced inefficiency in the taxation of corporate investments. An explicit exclusion of certain corporate holdings from the flat tax fragments the taxation of corporate holdings.\textsuperscript{104} This fragmented taxation of traditional equities and several other kinds of financial instruments—those not traded on regulated markets or MTFs, for example—provides competitive disadvantages for brokers of financial instruments who are disqualified from the flat tax. This deprived group includes brokers of CFD and financial spread betting (leveraged trading). Whether or not the introduction of the flat tax has had effects on corporate investments is, to our knowledge, yet to be analysed.

Subsequent purposes of the conventional tax system were to limit potential tax credits and to eliminate classification issues between interest and capital gains and losses.\textsuperscript{105} Because the flat-tax system uses accrual recognition of all income, in principle, tax credits due to insufficient timing principles do not exist within the system. Likewise, because there is only one kind of income recognised within the system—income from savings and investments—the classification is a non-issue. Thus, in isolation, the flat-tax system handles these two purposes well. It was also considered a strong alternative to the realisation-based taxation in the tax reform of 1990.\textsuperscript{106} The flat tax does not exist in isolation, however, and the presence of the conventional taxation of capital income must be taken into account. Under these circumstances, it is likely that classification issues and tax arbitrage opportunities will exist, not within the two systems as such, but as a result of the existence of two optional systems, with different tax treatment of financial instruments.\textsuperscript{107} An analysis of the situations and circumstances under which these potential legal nuisances exist is, however, not within the scope of this article.

Finally it is worth mentioning that there will always be financial instruments with low and predictable returns: traditional debt instruments. By taxing the nominal return from these instruments in the same way as nominal returns from high-risk instruments, like equity derivatives, the effective tax on the real return will be unequal and in favour of the more risky instrument.\textsuperscript{108} Thus, to treat all financial instruments alike, the tax legislators must eventually abandon the goal of horizontal equity on real income.

\textsuperscript{102} See Starberg & Gunne, 2012, p. 151. See also Section 6 below.
\textsuperscript{103} See Section 4.1.5.
\textsuperscript{104} See Section 6.6.
\textsuperscript{105} See Section 4.1.
\textsuperscript{106} See Section 4.1.3.
\textsuperscript{107} See Shakow, 1986, pp. 1166–1167.
\textsuperscript{108} See Sections 6.4 and 6.5.
5.2.4 Summary

The flat tax on savings and investments is alien to the conventional income taxation of capital investments. There is no stated ambition that this tax will contribute to the fulfillment of the general purposes of capital income taxation systems, like equal taxation. And it does not. It does facilitate investments in financial instruments for individuals, however.

The design of the flat tax, in which no legal distinction is made between debt and equity, involves a new legal perception of financial instruments. In comparison to the conventional tax system, this unconventional view is more in line with the way these instruments are perceived in a pure financial context, as presented in Section 3. As a result, legal issues regarding the classification of financial instruments will likely decrease as legal certainty increases. Thus, within the flat tax system, none of the cases referred to in the presentation of the conventional tax system are relevant and would never occur in the flat-tax context. The weakness of the flat-tax system is that it requires a tax object with an objective, reliable value. Thus, several over-the-counter, non-exchange-traded instruments must be excluded. This means that there will still be taxation of financial instruments in which the distinction between debt and equity is necessary. If the flat tax system becomes as popular as the Swedish Government wishes, however, it is only a question of time before the classification of financial instruments as debt and equity is an exception to the general rule whereby all financial instruments are treated alike. This development involves the ultimate abolishing of horizontal equity and tax incentives for risky investment in exchange-traded instruments.

5.3 The taxation of corporate income

5.3.1 Specific anti-avoidance rules

As an explicit response to the aggressive tax planning with related-party interest deductions, Sweden has introduced specific anti-avoidance regulations in two steps—in 2009 and 2013. Unlike most other specific anti-avoidance rules (SAAR) with the purpose of hindering this kind of aggressive tax planning (the earning-stripping rules in Germany, Norway, and Finland, for example), the Swedish rules classify interest payments as legal or illegal and tax them based on that classification. They have been criticised for their vagueness and for being in conflict with EU law—the fundamental freedom of establishment. As a result, a large number of advanced rulings and precedent-setting court decisions on the application of these rules have been presented.

The classification of financial instruments as debt and equity is a legal problem that must be handled in order to deal effectively with the types of tax planning mentioned in this article. Furthermore, the tax system is drafted and designed based on the

\[109\] 24 Ch. 10a-10f §§ IL.

\[110\] See Kleist, 2014.


\[112\] See e.g. HFD 2011 ref. 90 I-V, and more than ten advanced rulings presented by the Board in 2014.

\[113\] See Section 4.3.3.
perspectives of personal income and a view that debt is a low-risk financial instrument. These premises lead to the following considerations:

1. A systematic interpretation of corporate income taxation must be conducted from the perspective of the owner (an individual) of the company, because corporate income taxation is an integrated part in individual’s taxation of capital income.

2. Taxation of individuals is based on the principle of horizontal equity.

3. The tax system is structured on the assumption that debt is a low-risk financial instrument.

To deal with the legal problem based on these considerations could lead to the following argumentation: in order to achieve horizontal equity at the individual level, the return from high-risk investments must be taxed at the corporate level. Therefore, only returns from low-risk investments can be deducted at the corporate level. In practice, this leads to a risk-based classification of debt and equity in the corporate sector, which seems logical, given the structure of the system.

This is not how the Swedish SAAR is constructed, however. This specific anti-avoidance rule deals with the legal problem—classification of financial instruments as debt or equity—by legitimating some debt instruments and illegitimating others, based on whether or not they have a true business purpose. Knowing that the legal problem is the result of negligence in referring to a financial instrument’s financial risk when classifying it as debt or equity, it is evident that a classification norm based on business purposes could never eventually solve the problem. In fact, it appears as if it has created yet another problem.

5.3.2 New corporate income taxation

To meet this criticism directed at the SAAR and to improve the corporate income tax system in general, the Swedish Government appointed a committee in 2011 to present an income tax system wherein the taxation of debt and equity in limited companies is equal. On 12 June 2014, the Swedish Committee on Corporate Taxation (Företagsskattekommittén) presented a proposal for new corporate income taxation. The general purpose of the proposed tax system is to increase financial robustness in Swedish corporations and to prevent the Swedish corporate tax base from eroding through MNE’s use of aggressive debt push-down strategies. To achieve these purposes, the new tax system is designed to eliminate any difference in tax treatment based on corporate financing by debt or equity. Thus, there shall be economic neutrality between debt and equity within the corporate income tax.

To achieve economic neutrality, the Committee suggested that corporations not be allowed to deduct financial net expenses. Thus, interest expenses that have

---

114 See Section 2.6.
115 The suggestion of such a solution is presented in Hilling, A, 2012. See also Ceryak, 1990 and Politio, 1998.
116 See footnote 111.
118 The members of the Swedish Corporate Tax Commission in DN Debatt, 2014-06-12.
historically had unlimited deductibility will only reduce the taxable result up to an amount equal to the tax subject’s financial income. This mechanism, it is argued, eliminates tax incentives for economically unsound financing strategies, and removes any possibilities for eroding the Swedish corporate income tax base through the distribution of untaxed income in the form of interest expenses to foreign jurisdictions. The expected elimination of base erosion and the increase of taxable income in companies, which today are highly leveraged, enables a reduction of the corporate tax rate from 22% to 16.5%.

Unlike the SAAR, the proposal from the Committee on Corporate Taxation deals with the actual problem and solves it by treating all financial instruments equally. In relation to the underlying purpose of the tax system—equal taxation—it is only a second-best solution, however, because unlike a systematic interpretation of the legislation, the new legislation does not consider how income is taxed after it has been distributed to the individual owner of the company. Thus the proposed legislation, with a lowering of corporate income tax for most companies, actually leads to more unequal taxation, because the capital income will be taxed more favourably than labour income. Furthermore, just as in the case with the flat tax on savings and investment, by treating all financial instruments equally, horizontal equity is abolished in practice.119

Consequently, just as in the case of individual capital taxation, the new proposed corporate income tax system has effectively dealt with the tax loophole of a classification of financial instruments, but the solution is not related to the tax system as such. The effect, therefore, is that the fundamental principles of the tax system are not observed. Rather, the two solutions work against equal taxation, as illustrated in next section.

6. UNEQUAL TAXATION

6.1 Horizontal equity

In Sections 2 and 4, we argue that the Swedish income tax system is founded on the principle of horizontal equity, and that this principle is satisfied when the classification of a financial instrument as debt and equity is conducted with reference to their financial risk. Furthermore, we note that horizontal equity is to be satisfied not only within the taxation of capital incomes, but also in regard to income from labour. Because the total tax on income from labour was approximately 60% when the tax system was designed, horizontal equity required capital income to be taxed at approximately 60% as well. Today the total tax on income from labour remains, for most laborus, at approximately 60%, including payroll taxes.120 Consequently, horizontal equity between capital income and income from labour is considered fulfilled in the following examples when capital income is taxed at 60% before it can be consumed by individuals.121

---

119 See Section 5.2.4.
120 Cf. Section 2.6.
121 In the examples, the tax incentives for wages ‘earned income tax credit’ (jobbskatteavdrag) are not taken into account.
6.2 How to tax capital income equal to income from labour

Although the tax object is always computed on its nominal value, the relevant benchmark between wages and capital income is when the latter—capital income—is presented in terms of real income. This is so because the value of a capital investment is generally never adjusted in relation to inflation; in contrast, wages are inflation-adjusted in annual negotiations, so the value of labour can be said to be in recurrent salary negotiations. Consequently, Table 2 illustrates how the tax system is designed to target approximately 60% effective tax on real capital income. Because the presumed possible returns from debt and equity differ greatly in relation to the alleged inflation (twice as much and six times as much), it is necessary to treat them separately in order to meet the overall purpose of equal taxation.

Table 2: Taxation in accordance with the structure of the income tax system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Corporate income tax</th>
<th>Tax on capital income</th>
<th>Effective tax</th>
<th>Inflation</th>
<th>Nominal income</th>
<th>Real income</th>
<th>Tax on real income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>51.00%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
<td>9.80%</td>
<td>62.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt</td>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>4.00%</td>
<td>1.96%</td>
<td>61.20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The corporate income tax and the tax on capital income was 30% of the nominal income at the time the tax system was designed. Source: authors

6.3 Taxing hybrid instruments as debt

Table 2 illustrates that high-risk return must be taxed at approximately 50% on the nominal value in order to reach the target of approximately 60% of real income. This is the reason equity income is subject to double taxation, whereas debt income is not. When the legal classification of debt comprises high-risk instruments such as derivatives with large moneyness, the effective tax on the nominal return from these instruments will remain at 30%. That results in a tax of less than 40% on real income, which is a significant departure from the target of 60%. Table 3 illustrates the consequences of the fundamental error of classifying high-risk financial instruments as debt.

Table 3: Single taxation of high-risk investments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Corporate income tax</th>
<th>Tax on capital income</th>
<th>Effective tax</th>
<th>Inflation</th>
<th>Nominal income</th>
<th>Real income</th>
<th>Tax on real income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>51.00%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
<td>9.80%</td>
<td>62.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt</td>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
<td>9.80%</td>
<td>36.72%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors

122 The components in the columns has been calculated as follow: Effective tax: $1 \times 30\% \times \text{CIT} + (1 - (1 \times 30\% \times \text{CIT})) \times 30\% \times \text{Tax on capital income}; Real Income: $(1 + 12\% \times \text{Nominal Income}) / (1 + 2\% \times \text{Inflation}) - 1; Tax on real Income: $(100 \times 12\% \times \text{Nominal Income} \times 51\% \times \text{Effective tax}) / (100 \times 9.8\% \times \text{Real Income})$. The figures in the columns Corporate Income Tax, Inflation and Nominal Income are picked to illustrate the estimations on which the legislation was designed.
6.4 Flat tax on capital

The flat tax on saving and investments dramatically lowered the capital tax on investments with high risk. Simple mathematics indicates that if an investment provides a better return than approximately 2%, the flat tax is more favourable for the investor when compared to the conventional capital tax of 30%. The greater the return, the lower the effective tax. Yet, because the double taxation of equity remains, the equality in taxation of capital income does as well, as long as only low-risk investments are classified as debt. Consequently, although the figures show equality between investments in debt and equity, the favourable treatment of capital income eventually brings the goal of horizontal equity between capital income and income from labour to an end.

Table 4: Flat tax on savings and investment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Corporate income tax</th>
<th>Flat tax (ISK)</th>
<th>Effective tax</th>
<th>Inflation</th>
<th>Nominal income</th>
<th>Real income</th>
<th>Tax on real income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>22.00%</td>
<td>5.23%</td>
<td>26.08%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
<td>9.80%</td>
<td>31.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt</td>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>15.68%</td>
<td>15.68%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>4.00%</td>
<td>1.96%</td>
<td>31.98%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The flat tax is calculated on an average market value of 100,000 SEK during the tax year, thereby rendering a flat tax of 627 SEK in 2014. The corporate income tax rate is for 2014. Source: authors

6.5 New corporate income taxation

The proposal of the Swedish Committee on Corporate Taxation treats income from debt and equity alike, also involving economic double taxation for interest income. Together with the lowered corporate income tax rate, the effective tax on real debt income targets the original goal of approximately 60% tax. It is noteworthy, however, that the effective tax on real debt income is much lower in the new system, when compared to the conventional system, in pace with the return on the increase in debt. The lowered corporate income tax and the low flat tax on savings and investments have, however, dramatically lowered the tax on income from equity. The two new systems—flat tax and new corporate income tax—make the effective tax on real equity income less than half, compared to debt income and income from labour.

Table 5: Economic double taxation of debt and equity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Corporate income tax</th>
<th>Flat tax (ISK)</th>
<th>Effective tax</th>
<th>Inflation</th>
<th>Nominal income</th>
<th>Real income</th>
<th>Tax on real income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>16.50%</td>
<td>5.23%</td>
<td>20.86%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
<td>9.80%</td>
<td>25.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt</td>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>16.50%</td>
<td>15.68%</td>
<td>29.59%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>4.00%</td>
<td>1.96%</td>
<td>60.36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The flat tax is calculated on the same bases as in Table 5. Source: authors

6.6 Different kinds of equity

As illustrated in the tables, it appears that equity income will be heavily favoured in a future Swedish income tax system. Remember, however, that the favourable flat tax
on savings and investments applies only to publicly traded financial instruments.\textsuperscript{123} This means that several kinds of equity instruments fall outside the flat-tax regime and must be taxed in accordance with the less favourable conventional capital tax. Depending on the character of the equity instrument, the capital tax on equity is today 30\%, 25\% or 20\%.\textsuperscript{124} Compared with the flat tax on savings and investments, even instruments subject to the most favourable capital tax, like close company equity, is much more heavily taxed. Thus, the flat tax on savings and investments has resulted in the tax incentive for close companies (20\%) and unlisted companies (25\%) being replaced with a tax incentive for investments in publicly traded companies (flat tax). In addition, the flat tax extends the unequal taxation within capital income.

Table 6: Unequal taxation of equity investments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Corporate income tax</th>
<th>Individual income tax</th>
<th>Effective tax</th>
<th>Inflation</th>
<th>Nominal income</th>
<th>Real income</th>
<th>Tax on real income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public company investment</td>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>16.50%</td>
<td>5.23%</td>
<td>20.88%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
<td>9.80%</td>
<td>25.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close company investment</td>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>16.50%</td>
<td>20.00%</td>
<td>33.20%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
<td>9.80%</td>
<td>40.64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors

6.7 Summary

Whereas the tax on income from labour, including payroll taxes, remains at approximately 60\%, the tax on real capital income will have decreased step-by-step to the all-time low of approximately 26\%, if the proposed new corporate income tax rules are introduced. Given these dramatic changes, and digression from the tax system’s fundament of equal taxation, it is startling how the tax-legislators avoid discussions on how the proposed legislative changes relate to equal taxation, in the preparatory works of the flat tax and in the proposal from the Committee on Corporate Taxation. We hope that such discussion will occur before additional major changes are made in the system.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this article is to present a general trend in corporate income taxation, in Sweden and elsewhere, which aims to treat debt and equity alike, and to examine how it originates from the incapacity of previous tax-law making and its interpretation and application, to determine the legal classification of certain financial instruments. Our analysis of this issue can be summarised in the following eight points:

1. The structure of the Swedish taxation of capital income is risk-based. In this context, debt is assumed to be a financial instrument with returns that are just some percentage above inflation and equity is a financial instrument with returns that could be much greater compared to debt.

\textsuperscript{123} See Section 5.2.

\textsuperscript{124} In this example, the tax incentives on investment deductions (\textit{investeraravdrag}) presented in SOU 2012:3 and Prop. 2012/13:34 are not taken into account.
2. By taxing low-risk financial instruments (debt) and high-risk financial instruments (equity) differently, it is possible to achieve equal taxation of real capital income, and thereby achieve horizontal equity between capital income and income from labour.

3. The legal classification of debt and equity does not refer to the risk of financial instruments, however. Rather it focuses on the legal form, which is based on contractual considerations rather than financial risk.

4. Because financial risk is not considered when financial instruments are classified as debt or equity, the definition of debt has developed to include risky instruments, with contractual characteristics in concordance with the legal debt concept. From an economic point of view, these risky debt instruments are nothing but derivatives with large moneyness—high risk instruments.

5. Because the legal concept of debt has been extended to include risky financial instruments, the preferential tax treatment of debt can no longer be justified. Thus, what was originally a justified difference in tax treatment has turned out to be unjustifiable, because of the extended scope of the debt concept.

6. The legal problem is the wide legal definition of debt in a tax system the structure of which requires a relatively narrow definition of debt, covering only low-risk financial instruments. Instead of dealing with this problem by confining the legal concept of debt to cover only low-risk instruments, however, the tax-legislators have kept the wide definition of debt and abolished the preferential tax treatment of debt.

7. To achieve the fundamental aim of equal taxation of real capital income involves a larger effective taxation of the real income from traditional debt instruments—low-risk financial instruments, compared to the effective tax on the real income from traditional equity instruments—high risk financial instruments.

8. Horizontal equity within Swedish income taxation seems to be nothing but a memory.
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